Chemical reactions can be described by an energy diagram along a reaction coordinate in which an activation barrier limits the rate at which reactants can be transformed into products. This reaction impedance can be overcome by reducing the magnitude of the barrier through the use of catalysis, increasing the thermal energy of the system, or through macroscopic mechanical processes. Here, we demonstrate direct molecular-scale control of a reaction through the precise application of opto-mechanical work. The method uses optical gradient forces generated in the evanescent field surrounding hybrid photonic-plasmonic structures to drive an otherwise unlikely adsorption reaction between proteins and carbon nanotubes. The adsorption of immunoglobulins on carbon nanotubes is used as a model reaction and investigated with an extended DLVO theory. The technique is also used to force a Förster resonance energy transfer between fluorophores on mismatched immunoglobulin proteins and is expected to lead to novel forms of chemical synthesis.
T he behavior of molecules in solution is governed by energy barriers, potential wells, and stochastic events. The progression of a chemical reaction is often described in terms of a reaction energy diagram that reflects changes in free energy along an abstractly defined reaction coordinate. In this framework, a reaction will occur if the reactants can acquire the necessary energy to overcome the activation energy barrier and proceed along the reaction coordinate towards the product state. This process can be accelerated by applying bulk kinetic energy in the form of heat, which raises the energy of the reactants relative to this barrier 1, 2 . This can have a number of adverse effects, such as the acceleration of other undesired reactions decreasing the chemical efficiency and the denaturation of temperature-sensitive molecules, so alternative techniques are often necessary 3 . To counter the negative effects of heating, methods such as catalysis are used which reduce the activation energy by altering the intermediate states instead of adding energy to the reactants. In a catalytic process, a catalyst is introduced as an alternate reaction intermediate that changes the reaction pathway to one with a lower activation energy barrier 4 . While catalysis can greatly improve the rate of a reaction, it is ill-suited for studying the dynamics of a reaction because the reaction diagram itself is altered with a catalyst present 5 . Moreover, a particular catalyst will only accelerate certain reactions, and will be dependent on the molecules involved 5 . More recently, there has also been significant research into mechanical chemistry, in which mechanical forces are used to manipulate or induce chemical reactions 2, [6] [7] [8] . This is typically achieved with bulk mechanical processes such as grinding 8 and milling 2 . By grinding particles together with high force, mechanical stresses can cause deformations in the surface structure which increase reactivity 7 . Reactions can also be similarly driven in bulk solution with vibrations, e.g. from ultrasonication 7 . On a more local level, individual nanoscale molecules such as DNA 9 and proteins 10 can be mechanically stretched and unfolded using forces generated by an AFM cantilever or by tethering them to larger nanoparticles, such as glass beads, which can then be pulled using optical or magnetic tweezers 9 . An alternative paradigm that uses mechanical work generated by near-field optical forces to overcome the activation barrier of a reaction without catalysis is demonstrated here. Light, and electro-magnetism in general, have been used previously to provide energy to certain reactions 11 or even to dope catalysts 12 without requiring a physical presence in the solution. Energy from absorbed photons has also been used to excite electrons to higher energy levels where they can react more readily or favor a specific conformation. Unlike thermal processes, however, these photochemical techniques require specific functional groups and electronic configurations, and do not generalize to other reactions. The opto-mechanical force demonstrated here is generated by polarizing dielectric particles, and does not require any specific chemical properties. Moreover, the force is strong enough to drive nanoscale particles without the need for an external tether which might change the conformation of the molecules of interest.
Results
In this work, light-mediated mechanical forces are used to locally modify the energy diagram of a protein adsorption reaction along the reaction coordinate without the use of a catalyst. The technique relies on optical gradient forces acting on biomolecules in solution and on the adsorption of these molecules to hydrophobic surfaces. The exploitation of light to affect the motion of micrometer to nanometer scale particles was first pioneered by Ashkin when he invented optical tweezers in 1986 13 . Since then, the optical gradient force has found numerous applications in optics, physics 14, 15 and biology 16 . Efforts to trap smaller molecules in solution have led to the recent development of molecular tweezers 17, 18 which allow proteins and other small elements to be trapped by nano-optics and nano-photonic structures. Non-mechanical aspects of the interaction of nanooptics with molecules have also been investigated. For example, researchers have demonstrated the possibility to optically resolve molecular bonds with sub-nanometer resolution 19 . Other researchers have recently demonstrated the possibility to observe chemical reactions as they happen with nano-optical elements 20 . The present work builds on these efforts and is the first demonstration of the use of the electromagnetic gradient force, the mechanical force arising from the confinement of an electromagnetic field, to provide molecules with the necessary mechanical work to overcome the activation energy barrier standing between reactants and products in a reaction diagram.
In our first illustration of the use of these opto-mechanical forces to induce chemical reactions, we demonstrate the ability to control the adsorption of different forms of immunoglobulin proteins (Ig) onto carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Multi-wall CNTs offer proteins a surface onto which they can adsorb (when forced into sufficient proximity) and also exhibit metallic properties which can expand and enhance electromagnetic fields 21, 22 . When incident optical power couples onto the carbon nanotubes, an amplified evanescent field extends into the region surrounding the nanotube. This decaying field presents a strong electromagnetic intensity gradient which induces an optical gradient force on proteins in the vicinity of the CNT, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Except at very short distances, the reaction coordinate for the adsorption reaction is considered to be the separation between the two molecules, the same axis along which the optical gradient force acts. In the absence of these forces, the adsorption of the protein is prevented by double layer repulsion and by the presence of surfactant and blocking molecules at the surface of the CNTs. The adsorption experiments are performed at various incident optical powers, and the optical power at which the gradient force is just strong enough to pull the molecule through the activation energy barrier is recorded in each case.
Analytical Theory. The reaction diagram was analytically modeled with an extended Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory for simplicity, despite some of its known shortcomings 23 . The DLVO potential energy, derived assuming a constant surface potential and extended to include hydrophobic interactions between a small sphere and a cylinder, is given by 24, 25 
In this equation, U DLVO is the potential energy of the colloidal interaction, R is the gas constant, k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, c 0 is the bulk ionic concentration, l D is the Debye length calculated as l 2 5 RTe/F 2 c 0 where e is the buffer permittivity and F is the Faraday constant, z is the distance between the molecules, A is the Hamaker constant, R p is the radius of the protein, C h and D 0 are parameters in the hydrophobic extension of the theory, and c 0,p and c 0,CNT are the surface charge densities of protein and CNTs, respectively. The DLVO theory was further extended in equation (2) to include the effects of the surfactant molecule and the mechanical action of light. Along the reaction coordinate, the energy diagram is now given by
Where U is the total potential energy of the reaction including optical forces, a is the polarizability of the protein, L ev is the evanescent field length, E 0 is the electromagnetic field strength, S T is the Soret coefficient of the protein, N is the number of surfactant molecules that the protein needs to remove in order to dock on the nanotube, E A is the activation energy required to remove the surfactant molecule, and x is a Heaviside step function supported where the surfactant molecule resides. The second term of the equation is the electromagnetic potential well arising from the gradient force, and the third term corresponds to the thermophoretic effect 26 . The last term is introduced here and intended to model the presence of surfactant and blocking buffer molecules at the nanotube surface which are used in both dispersing the nanotubes in solution and preventing non-specific adsorption.
Controlled antibody adsorption. Experimentally, a silicon waveguide is used to transport the 1550 nm laser light to the nanotube immobilized on the waveguide surface, and the proteins are delivered through a microfluidic channel mounted on top of the chip, as drawn in Fig. S1 of the Supplementary Information. The light from the waveguide evanescently couples to the carbon nanotubes where it is amplified, forming a strong optical nanotweezer device which attracts nearby dielectric particles, as demonstrated in previous work 22 . In the present work, the optical gradient force arising from this light confinement is used to perform work along the reaction coordinate of an energy diagram to overcome the potential barrier which ordinarily prevents the reaction from occurring, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . (For a schematic of the optical intensity near a CNT, see Supplemental Fig. S2 .) Schematic views of the nanotube before and after the optical forces are used to drive the adsorption reaction are presented in Fig. 1(b) ,(c). The threshold power at which the adsorption starts is measured experimentally by observing the adsorption of the fluorescently tagged molecules and is taken to represent the height of the energy barrier in the DLVO theory. Since changes in experimental conditions could have a substantial influence on the height of the potential barrier, the solution temperature and flow rate were held constant all across experiments at 294 K and 105 mL/hr, respectively. A control experiment was also performed where the solution was heated externally via hotplate to rule out the possibility of a thermal mechanism for the adsorption. In this experiment, the temperature was varied from 294 K to 333 K without any observable adsorption onto the nanotube.
The opto-mechanical adsorption of fluorescently tagged IgM proteins onto CNTs is presented in Fig. 2 . Prior to each experiment, multi-wall carbon nanotubes (outer radius 110-170 nm) were first immobilized on the silicon waveguides and exposed to blocking buffer (Starting Block TBS or SEA Block) for two hours. A dilution of 0.5 mg/ml of Alexa 488 conjugated IgM proteins in a dilution of Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS, dH 2 O, 0.5% Tween 20) was prepared prior to each experiment. Time-lapse fluorescent images of the nanotubes in the IgM solution were captured using a CCD camera with a one second exposure for one minute intervals every few minutes. In between these collection periods, the camera shutter was closed to prevent photobleaching from prolonged continuous exposure to the mercury lamp excitation. At the beginning of the www.nature.com/scientificreports SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 4 : 6707 | DOI: 10.1038/srep06707experiment, no background fluorescence is visible, indicating that few to no IgM molecules are adsorbed on the nanotube's surface, as seen in Fig. 2(a) . The input laser power is increased at approximately 10 minute intervals and no adsorption is observed until it reaches the threshold power, as shown in Fig. 2(a-d) . The readout power of the 1550 nm light is recorded by an optical power meter at the output of the chip and the total fluorescent intensity on the CNT is determined from the captured images using ImageJ. (For a schematic of the microchip within the imaging setup, see Supplementary Fig. S3 .) The traces of the readout power and of the fluorescent signal are plotted in Fig. 2(e) as a function of time for two experiments in PBS 13 (red) and two in PBS 0.13 (blue). The colored dots represent the measured fluorescent intensity and the dashed lines are the power trace throughout the experiments. The steady state intensity, measured at the end of each power step, is also plotted in Fig. 2(f) as a function of the input power demonstrating that the adsorption only begins after the power reached a certain power threshold. The measured threshold power depends on the coupling from the fiber to the waveguide and from the waveguide to the CNT which can vary from experiment to experiment. The measured powers are normalized by the power necessary to bring the temperature up from the bulk temperature to boiling, which always occurs at a given power density coupled in the carbon nanotube. Linearity of the heat and electromagnetic equations allow for such a normalization which therefore allows for direct comparison of experiments irrespective of the coupling conditions.
The effect of the Debye length on the activation energy of the adsorption reaction was measured by manipulating the concentration of the PBS buffer. The power threshold at which the adsorption begins was recorded and is plotted in Fig. 3(a) as a function of the Debye length for experiments with two polarizations (green and red) along with the fitted activation energy as calculated from DLVO theory for different ionic strengths (solid curve). According to Equation (1), towards higher ionic strengths, or lower Debye lengths, the activation energy of the adsorption reaction should decrease due to dispersion forces. The applied electromagnetic potential necessary to overcome the activation energy and drive the reaction in Equation (2) should therefore decrease as well. Ignoring the effects of thermophoresis, the input optical power threshold is expected to map to the activation energy from Equation (1) . The activation energy is in qualitative agreement with the DLVO model used here at low Debye lengths (solid lines). Differences between the measured barrier height and the DLVO fit, particularly at higher Debye lengths (dashed lines), are attributed to the failure of the model's assumptions and to changes in surface potential resulting from changes in pH 27 . The energy barrier was also measured for different immunoglobulin proteins as presented in Fig 3(b) for two polarizations (green and red). Equation (2) indicates that the potential well depth is proportional to the polarizability, a, of the molecule which in turn scales with the mass, assuming a similar chemical composition. It is to be expected, therefore, that more optical power is necessary to overcome the same potential barrier for proteins with lower molecular weights. Figure 3 (b) presents the measured power threshold in PBS 103 for IgG, secretory IgA, and IgM with molecular weights 160 kDa, 385 kDa, and 970 kDa respectively. As expected, the necessary input power increases as the mass of the molecule decreases. The dashed curve presents the expected power threshold in the case where the potential barrier is the same across species.
Optically Driven FRET. The opto-mechanical chemistry technique was also used to drive a reaction between two mismatched immunoglobulin proteins. By forcing the molecules close together, a Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) signal was obtained between a donor (Alexa Fluor 488) and an acceptor (TRITC) conjugated to a goat anti-mouse IgM and a normal goat IgG, respectively. In the absence of optical forces, electrostatic repulsion would prevent the donor and acceptor from being close enough for a FRET reaction to occur. The observed FRET signal indicates that the opto-mechanical forces can bring the molecules into closer proximity than could otherwise be achieved. By creating a high local concentration of molecules in close proximity, the corresponding increase in collisions can force reactions or other exchanges between molecules which are otherwise unlikely to occur 28 , as illustrated in Fig. 4(a) . The acceptor molecule was first immobilized on the CNT, as seen in Fig. 4(c) , and a blocking buffer (Starting Block TBS) was used overnight. Little to no background was found for the donor and FRET filters as seen in Fig. 4 (e) ,(g) (some background is due to the blocking buffer and Tween 20). When the optical trap is activated, the donor-conjugated IgM starts aggregating (Fig. 4(f) ) and a FRET signal arises from the forced proximity between the donor and the acceptor, which can be seen in Fig. 4(h) . The intensity of the acceptor channel decreases steadily over the course of the FRET experiment due to photobleaching, as seen in Fig. 4(d) .
Discussion
In this work, we have presented experimental evidence that nearfield optical forces can be used to drive unlikely chemical reactions. Using fluorescently labeled antibodies, we find negligible protein adsorption to the carbon nanotube substrate without optical forces. When sufficient optical power is supplied from the laser, however, adsorption occurs rapidly and there is a sharp increase in the fluorescence signal. To account for this effect, we developed a novel extended form of the well-known DLVO theory of colloidal interactions which also accounts for opto-mechanical forces. As the model suggests, the repulsive potential due to the double layer charge will prevent the adsorption reaction from occurring under ordinary circumstances. When enough optical power is added, however, the attractive potential counterbalances the repulsive electric potential, and the proteins are pulled into very close range where hydrophobic forces dominate.
To confirm this effect, a series of experiments were performed to test the potential energy landscape under various conditions. By varying the salt concentration of the solution, we find that the power required to drive adsorption does vary as predicted by the extended DLVO model up to a Debye length of around 0.6 nm, but then decreases again for lower salts. The breakdown in the predicted trend is due at least in part to the limitations of the standard DLVO model in this regime. The DLVO theory treats the repulsive electrostatic forces and attractive Van der Waals forces as separable, an assumption which is not valid in biological salt concentrations 29 . Moreover, it neglects specific ion effects which can be particularly important in a salt mixture (like PBS) 23 . For this reason, the predictions of the theory are not expected to capture all of the system dynamics over the range of concentrations used; nevertheless, it is valuable to compare the driven adsorption with a standard model of colloidal interactions to see where the predictions hold and where they do not. Despite the limited success of the model, the trend does match well with known qualitative properties of protein suspensions. As the salt concentration initially increases, the additional ions screen the charges on the proteins and reduce the attractive forces, a phenomenon known as ''salting in'' the proteins 30 . Because the strength of the optical force is well-understood, opto-mechanically driven reactions can be used to probe the barrier height of a reaction even in cases where there is not a good analytic prediction. Because the polarizability of the molecule is linear with the mass, the required optical power is expected to increase as the mass of the antibody decreases if the adsorption is driven by the optical gradient force. Despite the breakdown in the salinity prediction, the mass trend agrees with this prediction well, suggesting that the dominant factor is the optical force. (For a discussion of additional thermal forces, see the Supplementary Information.) An additional FRET experiment is performed which further supports that the antibodies are being forced over the repulsive barrier, as a FRET signal should only be visible if the donor and receptor are in very close proximity and does not occur in bulk solution without optical power.
From these results, we conclude that we have demonstrated for the first time the controlled driving of a reaction on a molecular scale using optically-mediated mechanical forces. Although the present work investigates protein adsorption to carbon nanostructures, this effect would generalize well to many other reactions, as the optical gradient force will act on any polarizable particle in solution and does not require a specific electronic structure. Along with other emerging methods 19, 31 , this work is part of the changing paradigm challenging established means of interaction with molecules. It offers a new approach to study molecular reactions, develop methods in surface sciences and optofluidics [32] [33] [34] , and study reaction engineering, and may also provide opportunities in studying the structure-function relationship in large proteins or molecular clusters and in molecular mechanics.
Methods
The chip is composed of a silicon waveguide on a 3 mm SiO2 on 500 mm Si wafer. The silicon photonic waveguides were fabricated using electron beam lithography techniques at the Cornell Nanoscale Facility. A microfluidic channel consisting of a glass coverslip, parafilm walls, and PDMS inlets/outlets was mounted on the chips prior to each experiment. To make the microfluidics, a rectangular channel was cut out from a single piece of parafilm using a CO2 laser cutter. A glass coverslip with holes drilled at both ends was placed on top of the parafilm, and PDMS inlet and outlet blocks were attached at both ends using oxygen plasma bonding. The silicon chips were cleaned overnight in Nanostrip (Cyantek) between experiments to remove debris and parafilm residue. The 1550 nm light from a tunable laser (ANDO AQ4321) was amplified with an erbium doped fiber amplifier, delivered to the chip by a lensed fiber, and brought into physical contact with the chip through end-fire coupling to minimize power fluctuations. The chip was mounted on a microscope stage equipped for bright field and epi-fluorescence (CCD camera: Hamamatsu C4742-80-12AG). The CNT solutions were prepared by adding 5 mg of uncoated 0.01% MWCNT powder (outer radius 110-170 nm, Sigma-Aldrich product # 659258) and 0.5% Tween 20 to 10 mL heavy water and sonicating before each experiment for 20 minutes to inhibit aggregation. Fresh dilutions of PBS were also sonicated with 0.5% Tween 20 for 10 minutes prior to each experiment, and the pH of the buffer was kept between 6.8 and 7.3 to optimize Ig integrity. Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated IgM (Life Technologies), TRITC-conjugated IgG (Millipore), and FITC-conjugated sIgA (Sigma-Aldrich), were diluted to 1 mg/ml in PBS before each experiment. After adsorbing the CNT to the waveguide to form the trap, the protein solutions were flowed into the channel at a constant rate of 105 mL/hr to replenish proteins and prevent the reaction rate from being limited by diffusion. The masses of the molecules were taken from the data sheets supplied by the vendors. After each experiment, the boiling power was measured using dark field microscopy and used to normalize each power curve. In the FRET experiment, a FRET cube was assembled to block the emission of the donor and the excitation of the acceptor.
